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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEV/ YORK 
COUNTY OF NEW YORK------PART 60 

ESTATE OF MARGARET KAINER, and the 
following individuals as heirs of MARGARET 
KAINER: KURT BECK a/k/a CURT BECK 
as executor of the estate of Ann Beck, JANET 
CORDEN as executor of the estate of Gerald 
Corden, MARTIN CORDEN as executor of 
the estate of Gerald Corden, SIMON 
CORDEN as executor of the estate of Gerald 
Corden, \VARNER MAX CORDEN, FIRELEI 
MAGALI CORTES GRUENBERG, 
MA TILDE LABBE GRUENBERG, 
HERNAN LABBE GRUENBERG, PETER 
LITTMAN, HERNAN RENATO CORTES 
RAMOS, and EQUITY TRUSTEES LIMITED 
as executor of the estate of Elli Alter, 

Plaintiffs, 
-against-

UBS AG, a Swiss corporation, UBS GLOBAL 
ASSET MANAGE~v1ENT (Al\tIERICAS), 
INC., NORBERT STIFTUNG fik/a 
NORBERT LEVY STIFTUNG, a purported 
Sw·iss foundation, EDGAR KIRCHER, 
CHRISTIE'S INC, and JOHN DOES 1-X, 
including a possessor of a painting entitled 
D.?n~~-rn;;~~. by Edgar Degas, c. 1896, 

Defendants, 

x 

Index No. 650026i13 

DECISION/ORDER 

This action involves a dispute over ownership rights to an asset of the estate of Margaret 

Kainer (Kainer)------- a Degas painting entitled Danseuses (the Painting), The Painting was part of 

an art collection that was looted in 1935 by the Nazi regime, Plaintiffs claim that defendants 

wrongfully agreed to the sale of the Painting after it resurfaced in 2008 or 2009, in derogation of 

plaintiffs' rights as heirs. 
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Plaintiffs allege that they are heirs pursuant to a Fnmch ce1iificate of inheritance, issued 

in or about May 2012. (Second Amended Complaint, 1i 23-33, 56 [Complaint or SAC].) 

Defendant Norbe1i Stiftung f/k/a Norbert Levy Stiftung (the Foundation) claims rights as an heir 

pursuant to a German "ce1iificate of partial inheritimce," issued in or about 1972. (Id., ii 75.) 

De fondant Edgar Kircher is a member and president of the board of trustees of the Foundation, 

and is also a director of defondant UBS AG in Switzerland. (Id., i 37; AfE Of Edgar Kircher In 

Supp, Of Norbert Stiftung/Kircher Motion to Dismiss,,. 3 [Foundation Motion] [Kircher Aff. In 

Supp.],) Defendants UBS AG and UBS Global Asset Management (A.mericas), Inc, (UBS 

Global) (collectively UBS) allegedly control the Foundation. (Id,,~ 81.) 

Defendant Christie's Inc. (Christie's), a New York corporation engaged in private sales 

and public auctions of artworks, was involved in two sales of the Painting in 2009. (SAC, 1~ 38, 

97-106, 110-114.) In connection with a private sale of the Painting held by a client of Christie"s, 

the Foundation entered into a "Restitution Settlement Agreement" in which it renounced its 

rights as heir to the Kainer estate, in exchange for a percentage of the proceeds of the sale. (kL, 

irir 97, 103-105.) The complaint a!Ieges that the Foundation falsely daimed that it was Kainer's 

heir, and that the Foundation defendants 1 engaged in a conspiracy with Christie's to deprive 

plaintiffs, the lawful heirs, of their ownership interests in the Painting, (See SAC, ir,r 1-3.) 

In motion sequence number 004, UBS moves to dismiss the complaint, pursuant to CPLR 

327 (a), on the ground of forum non conveniens. In the alternative, UBS seeks dismissal of the 

complaint against UBS AG for lack of personal jurisdiction, and against UBS Global for failure 

to state a claim. In motion sequence number 005, the Foundation and Kircher move to dismiss 

the complaint on the grounds of furum non conveniens and lack of personal jurisdiction. In 

1 In this decision, the Foundation, Kircher, and UBS are collectively referred to as the Foundation defendants. 
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motion sequence number 006, Christie's moves to dismiss the complaint on the ground of forum 

non conveniens. In the alternative, Christie's seeks dismissal of the second cause of action 

(aiding and abetting breach of fiduciary duty) and fourth cause of action (conversion) based on 

the statute of limitations. Christie's also seeks dismissal of the sixth cause of action (unjust 

enrichment) and seventh cause of action ("conspiracy to obtain unjust enrichment") for failure to 

j 

state a claim. In motion sequence number 007, plaintiffs move, pursuant to CPLR 2214 ( c ), to 

supplement the record. 

As alleged in the complaint, prior to 1932, Kainer and her husband, Ludwig Kail1er, lived 

in Germany, where Kainer owned an art collection comprised of over 400 works of art, of which 

the Painting was a part (SAC, 1il 4, 45.) During the Holocaust, the Nazis confiscated the 

collection and sold it at a "Judenversteigerung," an auction of assets belonging to Jewish victims 

of the Nazi regime. mt, ~f 45.) After Kainer left Germany in 1932, she nevt:r returned. (Id., i 

4") According to the complaint, Kainer lived in Sw-itzerland from 1943 to 1946, and then 

relocated to France, where sbe remained until her death in 1968. OsL ~il 47, 50.) 

The parties' claims as to their status as Kainer's heirs are sharply disputed. As noted 

above, plaintiffs assert that they are heirs pursuant to a French certificate of inheritance, issued in 

2012.2 Plaintiffs state that they "were unaware of the activities of the defendants, the Restitution 

Settlement Agreement, or the sales of the Paintings until 2011 and 2012." (SAC,~ 121.) The 

2 Plaintiffs also refor to the ceitificate of inheritance as an "acte notarial," wbich the complaint defines as "a quasi
judicial French legal proceeding in which the heirs ofa decedent are determined." (SAC,~ 23 n 1.) The document 
itself is entitled "Acte de Notoriete Epoux Kainer (Mondex)" or, as translated, "Affidavit of Death and Heirship 
Spouse Kamer (Mondex), (Palmer Aff, Ex. L) 
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complaint does not allege, and the record does not contain evidence as to, when plaintiffs first 

became avvare of their status as heirs. 

As also noted above, the Foundation claims status as an heir pursuant to a German 

"certificate of partial inheritance," issued in or about 1972. (SAC, ii 75.) This certificate by its 

terms states that the Foundation ""has, since December 18, 1968, been a co-heir entitled to 3/4 of 

the estate of Councillor of Commerce Norbert Levy." (Kircher Aff In Supp,, Ex, 3.) The 

certificate does not identify the assets of the estate, (kt) The complaint pleads that in his 1927 

\Vin, Norbert. Levy, Margaret Kainer's father, named her as his "sole heir." (SAC, ~ii 5,40.) As 

quoted in the complaint, the wi11 provided: "If my daughter dies alone, \Vithout leaving 

'Leibeserben' [heirs by blood], with the exception of a foUiih of her estate which she may freely 

dispose of, the estate lefl by her shall be used to set up" a Norbert Levy Foundation for the 

support of his family. (Id.,~ 40.) As further pleaded in the complaint, Norheii Levy died in 

1928, but in November 1927 had himself set up a foundation in Switzerland, called '"Norbert 

Stiitung," for the purpose of suppo1iing fumily members. ChL iii! 41, 44") According to the 

complaint, UBS, acting through a UBS director (Dr. Albert Genner) who ''/as also a member of 

the board of trustees of the Norbert Stiftung, purported in 1971 to convert that foundation to a 

Swiss publk~ foundation, "to own and control the assets of Margaret's estate," (kL, ~ii 62, 69.) 

The Swiss public foundation ls the defondant Foundation in this action, 

The complaint pleads at length grounds on \Vhich plaintiffs challenge the legitimacy of 

the defendant Foundation and its alleged rights as an heir. Plaintiffs claim that "no 'conversion' 

[of the Norbert Stiftung] \Vas possible" for the reasons, among others, that the Norbert Stiftung 

had ceased to exist, and that the ne1.-v Foundation did not provide for the benefit of Kainer' s heirs. 

(SAC, 11~162, 63-73.) Alternatively, the complaint pleads, on infom1ation and belief, that the 
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Norbert Levy Foundation referred to in Kainer's father's will "was to be founded in Berlin," and 

that the will provision regarding that foundation was, for specified reasons, invalid lmder 

Gennan law from its inception. (Id., ii 54.) Plaintiffs assert that, "[a]ccordingly, Marg~ret's 

entire estate, including the assets she had inherited from Norbert, passed on the basis of intestacy 

to her next of kin." (Id.) The complaint further alleges that the new foundation that was 

established in 1971-i.e., defondant Foundation here·······\:vas devised by OBS as a means to 

appropriate assets that would otherwise go to 1vfargaret's heirs. (Id., iii! 68~69.) 

The complaint also pleads that non-party Swiss localities, the Canton of Vaud and the 

City of Pully, claim status as heirs pursuant to a Swiss certificate of inheritance, issued in IVfay 

2003 by a Swiss court, which designated these hvo localities as Kainer's "sole legal heirs in 

et1ual halves as •common owners."' (SAC,~ 79.) 

There has been extensive litigation in Europe between and among the heirs regarding 

their ownership rights in the estate. In 2002, the Foundation asserted claims in Germany and 

Switzerland for Kainer's entire estate. (SAC, 1/ 79.) At that point, the Canton ofVaud and City 

of Pully had asserted 'jurisdiction" over the entire estate based on the claim, disputed by 

plaintiffs in the instant action, that Kainer had been domiciled in Pully, Switzerland, (Id., 'V:~ 78-

79 .) "Notwithstanding this certificate" (Le'., the Swiss certificate that had been issued to the 

Swiss localities), the litigation ben:veen the Foundation and those localities continued in 

Germany until 2005, when a settlement was reached to divide the Kail1er estate among the 

Foundation, the Canton of Vaud, and the City of Pully, and "to join efforts to find and obtain 

compensation for paintings" looted from Kainer or her husband. (Id,, if 79.) 

In addition, hvo related actions are active in Switzerland, and a third has been litigated in 

Germany. (Aff. of Philippe Dal Col [Swiss counsel to plaintifts in the Swiss proceedings] In 
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Opp, To UBS/Foundation Motions, ,-r 3 [Dal Col AfI ln Opp.J; Aff. of Dr. Cato Dill [German 

counsel to plaintiff Warner Max Corden in the German proceeding],~ 8 (Dill Aff,].) All of the 

plaintiffs in the instant action are plaintiff-; in two Swiss proceedings, w-hich plaintiffs 

commenced contemporaneously with this action. 3 ln the first, the "Swiss Inheritance Claim," 

plaintiffs "(i) seek[] to recover property and/or assets belonging to the estate of Margaret Kain er 

held by Sv,1ss defendants Canton de Vaud, Commune de Pully and the Norbert Foundation [i.e., 

the Foundation that is the defendant here], and (ii) seekD a determination as to the validity or the 

inapplicability of reversionary heirship mentioned in Norbert Levy's last will." (Dal Col Af£, ,-: 

7.) The second, the "Swiss CoI [Certificate ofinheritancej Claim," "addresses the validity of the 

Swiss Certificate of Inheritance that \Vas issued to the Canton de Vaud and Commune de Pully." 

(Id., ii 6.) According to plaintiffs' S\viss counsel, plaintiffs in the Swiss Inheritance Claim are 

seeking payments from the Swiss localities and the Foundation "based on the unjust enrichment 

lmv," (Id., i112.) The court has not been apprised of any final resolution of the issues in the 

Swiss proceedings. 

In Germany, Warner Max Corden, a plaintiff in the instant action, brought a proceeding 

"to recall" and, alternatively, to "invalidate" the certificate of partial i11l1eritance issued to the 

Foundation in 1972. (Dill Aff., ~· 8.) On November 26, 2014, the German court "disallowed the 

recall and/or the cancellation" of the certificate. (ld., ~· 15") Corden's German counsel filed an 

appeal of this decision on December 23, 2014. 04.:., if 16,) By letter dated February 1, 2017 

(NYSCEF No, 210), plaintiffs' counsel in the instant action informed the court that the 

November 26, 2014 decision had beeu annulled by a German Appellate Court and that the 

certificate of partial inheritance had been declared "void." As discussed further belmv, the com1 

; The complaint in this aciion was filed on or about January 3, 20 l3. Plaintiffs filed ar1 "Application for 
Conciliation" in the Swiss proceedings, dated January 17, 2013. (Kircher Aff !n Supp., Ex. L) 
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has not been apprised as to whether further proceedings are pending in Germany, and plaintiff 

has not claimed that the appellate decision forecloses the Foundation's claims as an heir. 

In the instant action, plaintiffs challenge the Foundation's assertion ofrights as Ka1ner's 

heir to the proceeds of the sale of the Degas Painting, According to the complaint, in 2000, the 

Foundation '•caused all of the knovvn paintings from the 1935 forced sale of the Kainer art 

collection to be registered" in lost art databases for looted art, including the Art Loss Register 

and a database run by a German entity, (SAC,~ 91 ") In May 2009, Christie's contacted the 

Foundation's attorney regarding Christie's client, a Japanese gallery "holding" the Painting in 

Japan, Christie's sought to facilitate an agreement between the client and the Foundation in 

connection with a private sale of the Painting, (kt,~ 97.) As further alleged by plaintiffs, 

because the Painting was listed on the Art Loss Register as art stolen from Kainer, "a release of 

any claim by her heirs was necessary to render the Painting saleable." (Id.,~ 98,) The 

Foundation entered into a Restitution Settlement Agreement4 in which it renounced its rights to 

the Paintlng in exchange for thirty percent ofthe proceeds of the sale. mt, ~if 11, 103,) 

Christie's arranged the private sale of the Painting in Japan for $6 miUion and the Foundation 

received S L8 million. (Id.,~,; 11, 105.) On November 3, 2009, '"just days" following that sale, 

Christie's offered the work for sale at a public auction in New York, with an estimated price of 

$7 to 9 million, mt, if 110.) The notice ofthe sale of the Painting stated: "This work is offered 

pursuant to a restitution settlement agreement \vith the heirs of Ludwig and Margaret Kainer in 

2009,'' (Id", 414! 11, 114.) The Painting sold fi.)r $10,722,500, (kt, ii 110,) 

i\.lthough it is not alleged that the Foundation received any compensation from this sale, 

plaintiffs assert that a "serious question[]" exists in this regard based, among other things, on the 

4 The Restitution Settlement Agreement is not in the record before the court. 
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"extraordinarily short time period bet\veen [the] private sale and the public auction," and the 

facts that both the private sale and the public auction "were made pursuant to the Restitution 

Settlement Agreement," and the private sale price was weJI below the price realized at auction a 

fow days later. (SAC, f 120.) 

Plaintiffs claim that the Foundation "falsely held itself out as the legitimate heir of 

[Kainer] for the settlement of any claims regarding the paintings" that had been footed from the 

Kainer estate. (SAC,~ 92.) According to the complaint, the Foundation defendants engaged in a 

conspiracy with Christie's "to falsely legitimize [the Painting's] title so that they could all profit 

therefrom to the detriment of Plaintiffa," "the lawful heirs [who] have received nothing" from the 

sale of the Painting. (Id., 1[ 1 L) This conspiracy involved t\vo acts: theFoundation's entry into 

the Restitution Settlement Agreement, which Christie's '"solicit[ed]" and "facilitate[ed]"; and 

Christie's offer of the Painting at a public auction a few· days later, pursuant to the Restitution 

Settlement Agreement 04) Plaintiffs also claim that Christie's recognition of the Foundation 

as Kainer's heir has fostered the Foundation defend<'mts' ability to continue to sell other paintings 

from the Kainer collection as they are discovered, by legitimizing the Foundation's claim as heir 

f. h K. (.;;:i 'd lll'ill[" 1,...,5. o · t e amer estate. ,-:iee L, ii: .1, . "' .) 

As a threshold matter, the parties dispute whether this court must determine the claims of 

lack of personal jurisdiction, asserted by defendants UBS AG, the Foundation, and Kircher, 

before the court entertains these defendants' motion to dismiss on the ground offomm non 

8 
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US 422 [2007] LSJrrgsJ~gm]), the Supreme Court held that a court is not required to determine 

whether it has personal jurisdiction over the defendant before dismissing an action based on the 

common law forum non conveniens doctrine, The Court reasoned that because a forum non 

conve.1.1iens dismissal is not a dismissal on the merits, a court may "choose an10ng threshold" 

no1Hnerits grounds fr)r dismissal, (kt at 431 [internal quotation marks omitted].) The Court 

frn1her held, however, that "judicial economy and the consideration ordinarily accorded the 

plaintiff's choice of forum" favor the corui' s determination of the jurisdictional issue first, if the 

determination can "'readily" be made and '\vill involve no arduous inquiry." (Id. at 436 [internal 

quotation marks and citation omitted],) In contrast, where personal jurisdiction "is difficult to 

detem1i11e, and forum !JQJJ ~9.DY~ni~n~ considerations weigh heavily in favor of dismissal, the 

court properly talces the less burdensome course" and may dismiss the action without a prior 

jurisdictional determination. (Id.) 

In New York, there are nvo long-standing, contllcting lines of authority on this threshold 

rnsue, The first holds that the court must address the jurisdictional issue before deciding whether 

dismissal is warranted based on the forum non conveniens doctrine "'because, if a court lacks 

jurisdiction over a defendant, it is without power to issue a binding forum non conveniens ruling 

AD3d 269, 269 [1st Dept 2005] [holding that the motion court incorrectly dismissed the 

5 UBS Global is a subsidiary of UBS AG, and is a Delaware corporation that i3 registered to do business in New 
York. (SAC, 'fr 15.) UBS Global does not assert a defense of lack ofpersonaljurisdiciion.. (UBS Memo. In Supp. 
Of UBS Motion To Dismiss at 1-2 [UBS Memo. ln Supp.}.) 
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complaint against certain defendants on the forum non conveniens ground "without first 

adjudicating their jurisdictional defenses"]; .faiYAffifillY T?,ittinger~~·A., 298 AD2d 301, 303 [1st 

Dept 2002].) The second holds that a corni "presuming, without deciding jurisdiction,"' may 

address tbe issue of whether the action should be dismissed on the fonun non conveniens grmmd. 

/\ri1~ri.~_<tnJ~gnkN91~ .. r.9xr,.sJJ.{!ni.~l~, 45 AD3d 338, 339 [1st Dept 2007] [upholding the motion 

court's denial of a motion to dismiss on the forum non conveniens ground, not\vithstanding that 

K]CJJl~JJsL 9 AD3d 171, 176 [1st Dept 2004] [holding that "on a motion to dismiss on the 

ground of fon.m1 non conveniens, jurisdiction over the defendant is presumed"]; IfigJ_gg;µ_~---'-' Inf, 

Y..~-~hgl_Ag~19~<.<~:.,Jn~,, 107 AD2d 570, 570-572 [1st Dept 1985] [reversing the motion court's 

decision denying a motion to dismiss on jurisdictional and forum non conveniens grounds with 

leave to renew upon completion of discovery, and dismissing on the latter ground]; L~§~~L&:: 

~?.Q~LYJ'•,\tQ, 66 AD2d 642, 647 [1st Dept 1979], lv 4i.~mj_~§-~g 48 NY2d 649 [holding that 

"[f]orum non conveniens presumes the fact of jurisdiction"].) 

Although the weight of appellate authority in this Department requires a court to address 

jurisdictional issues before undertaking a forum non conveniens analysis, the Appe!late Division 

decisions do not discuss the reasoning of~h!Q£h~.m and do not discuss the cont1icting lines of 

authoriiy.6 Based on a dose reading of the cases, this court finds that the lines of authority do 

not appear to be reconcilable based on factual differences. The Court of A .. ppeals has not 

addressed the issue, although dictum in a pre-§.in2ghyffi decision stated that the doctrine of forum 

6 1t appears that 5i!!9.~h?m has been mentioned only by the dissent in Amt;'I!~;mJ~~PJ<N!?.t!".!::9.t'L (45 AD3d at 346, n 
3 [McGuire, J.1). · 
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non conveniens is inapplicable unless personal jurisdiction has been obtained. (gfilfo;J1::~Qh.~,L~ 

contrary, the court follows the second line of cases and ~lr!Qfh~m, which the court finds to be 

more persuasive. (S~~ g~nerallv RQ_g;c~gg~i __ y_~_fa::cg_[t{~}Y __ Xm·~, 142 A3d 778, 778 [1st Dept 

2016] [following more persuasive precedents where conflict existed \Vi thin the Department].) 

Here, it is undisputed that the Foundation was fr1unded under Swiss law and is domiciled 

.in Switzerland. (Kircher Aff. In Supp.,~[ 15.) Mr. Kircher is a Swiss citizen and resident (Id.,~[ 

2.) UBS AG is a Swiss corporation. (SAC, ,-r 14; UBS Memo. In Supp. at 2.) Plaintiffs 

aclmo'vvledge that the record does not demonstrate personal jurisdiction over the Foundation, 

Kircher, and UBS AG and, as to these defendants, claims that a determination of jurisdiction 

cannot be made without first affording plaintiffs jurisdictional discovery and/or a hearing on the 

jurisdictional issue. (Pls.' Combined Memo. In Opp. To UBS and Foundation Motions To 

Dismiss at 6 [Pls.' Memo. In Opp.].) 

Plaintiffs assert jurisdiction over the Foundation, Kircher, and UBS AG under CPLR 302 

(a) (1 ), (2), and (3). (Pls.' IVfomo. In Opp. at 7.) The complaint pleads the following: a first 

' It is noJed that in EW:ti~h:l':J9!;;~r&:J~:9,,J!l\.'.,3JlniY!.:'I§_lJLQLH52gJ?!QX! (49 NY2d 574, supra]), the Court of Appeals 
reversed the Appellate Division's opinion to the extent that it dismissed the action on the ground of comity, but 
affirmed the decision to the extent that it denied dismissal of the action on the grounds of lack of personal 
jurisdiction and forum non conveniens. The Court of Appeals' decision was almost entirely addressed to the comity 
issue, with the Court reasoning on the personal jurisdiction and forum non conveniens issues as follows: 

", .. Inasmuch as the [forum non conveniens] doctrine has no application 
unless the court bas obtained in personan1 jurisdiction of the parties, the 
Appellate Division necessarily found that the requirements for the exercise of 
long-arm jurisdiction had been met. 

Preliminary to our considermion of !he comiay issue, -we note mrr agreement 
with the conclusions reached by the Appellate Division that there wa:; a proper 
basis for the exercise oflong~armjurisdiction and that the docarine of forum non 
i;:9i;tyg_11i~11~ is inapplicable here." 

(l!;lat 579,) As ihe Cmrrt noted !hat a finding ofper:;onaljurisdiction had been made by the Appellate Division, the 
Court's statement that such a finding was a prerequisite to consideration of the forum non conveniens issue was 
diclum. To the extent that the Court made an independent finding as to jurisdiction, it expressly accepted "the facts 
alleged . , . as trne for th[e] purpose" of its finding that a basis for long~arm jurisdiction existed under CPLR 302 (a) 
(l). (IQ._,) 
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cause of action against UBS, the Foundation, and Kircher for breach of fiduciary duty; a second 

cause of action against Christie's fiJr aiding and abetting the breach of fiduciary duty; a third 

cause of action against UBS, the Foundation, and Kircher for an accounting; a fourth cause of 

action against all defendants for conversion; a fifth cause of action against UBS, the Foundation, 

and Kircher for unjust enrichment; a sixth cause of action against Christie's fix unjust 

enrichment; a seventh cause of action against an defendants for "conspiracy to obtain unjust 

enrichment"; and an eighth cause of action against the "John Doe" possessors of the Painting, for 

replevin, 

These causes of action are all premised on the same allegedly wrongful acts taken by 

defendants in derogation of plaintiffs' rights as heirs------the F mmdation' s assertion of an allegedly 

false claim that it was Margaret Kainer"s heir or sole heir, and its entry into the Restitution 

Settlement Agreement \vith Christie's by which the Foundation purported to renounce its rights 

as heir in exchm1ge for paymt~nt. 

For example, the Breach of Fidm~iary Duty claim alleges: 

"Each of the Foundation Defendants8 have repeatedly breached 
their fiduciary duties to Plaintiffs by their efforts to deprive 
Plaintiffs of their rights to the Painting and to divert those rights to 
themsdves, including among other things, (i) by \Vrongfully and 
falsely claiming that the UBS Foundation is Margaret's heir and/or 
the representative of Margaret's heirs and has the ownership rights 
to the Painting, (ii) by entering into the Restitution Settlen1ent 
Agreement and purporting to renounce the rights of Margaret's 
heirs to the Painting and accepting payments for that renunciation, 
(iii) appropriating proceeds from the sale of the Painting, and (iv) 
by failing to provide Plaintiff">, the legitimate heirs, with relevant 
information regarding the Restitution Settlement Agreement, the 
sale(s) of the Painting and the funds received therefrom, the 
persons involved in these transactions and the buyer to \Vhom the 
painting was sold." 

3 The Foundation Defendants are defined in the complaint as "UBS, the UBS Foundation and Kircher." The 
foundation that is the defendant in this action is referred !o as the ''UBS FoUlldation." (SAC at 2.) 
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(SAC, ii 133,) 

The Conversion claim alleges: 

"Defendants by their wrongful acts, agreed and entered into a 
conspiracy to illegally take, and did illegally take property \vhich 
\Vas rightfully ov.med by Plaintiffs and to convert such property for 
their own use and benefit. That property consists of the Painting 
and Plaintiffs' rights as heirs. The aim of the agreement and 
conspiracy was, and continues, to be to legitimize the UBS 
Foundation as the lmvful heir so as to enable and enhance the 
ability of the Foundation Defendants to make claims or agreements 
for restitution in connection \.Vith the Painting and the discovery or 
sale [otj other paintings from the Kainer Collection and Christie's 
ability to sell them. 

Defendants' wrongfhl acts include, soliciting, fa.cilitating and 
entering into the Restitution Settlement Agreement, selling the 
Painting and refusing to provide any information about the 
Painting or the sales to Plaintiffs, and profiting therefrom .... 

. . . The Foundation Defendants knew that the UBS Foundation 
was not the legitimate heir or the representative of the legitimate 
heirs. Upon information and belief~ Christie's knew or should 
have known that the Foundation Defendants did not have the rights 
to the Painting and/or consciously avoided making any reasonable 
efforts to determine that they did, particularly given its claimed 
expertise with respect to spoliation and restitution issues .... " 

(SAC, 1~ 155-157.) 

The Unjust Enrichment claim against UBS, the Foundation, and Kircher alleges: 

"'The Foundation Defendants have been enriched by their 
misappropriation of ownership rights to the Painting that belong to 
Plaintiffs and by any proceeds received therefrom or compensation 
related thereto. 

The Foundation Defondants' enrichment is at Plaintiffs' 
expense in that Plaintiffs were and continue to be the sole rightful 
heirs and owners of the Painting." 

(SAC,~~ 163, 165.) 

The Unjust Emichment claim against Christie's alleges: 

i3 
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"Christie's knew, should have known, or consciously avoided 
knowing that the UBS Foundation was not the legitimate heir to 
Margaret Kainer .. , . 

Christie's knew that the sale of the Painting upon a false 
representation that it was being made pursuant to a Restitution 
Settlement Agreement with the heirs of Margaret and Ludwig 
Kainer would be damaging to the legitimate heirs of Margaret 

Christie's enrichment is at Plaintiffs' expense in that Plaintiffs 
were and continue to be the sole rigbtful heirs and mvners of the 
Painting"" 

(SAC, iiif 171-173,) 

The conspiracy claim pleads: 

'"Defondants, by their wrongful acts, agreed and entered into a 
conspiracy to iHegaliy misappropriate, and did iHegaUy 
misappropriate property which was rightfully owned by Plaintiffs 
and enrich themselves therefrom. That property consists of the 
Painting and Plaintiffs' rights as heirs. The aim of the agret:ment 
and conspiracy \.Vas, and continues to be, to legitimize the UBS 
Foundation as the lawful heir so as to enable and t~nhance the 
ability of the Foundation Defendants to make claims or agreements 
for restitution in connection \Vith the Painting and the discovery or 
sale [o:fJ other paintings from the Kainer Collection and Christie's 
ability to seH them. 

Defendants' ,,wongful acts include, soliciting, facilitating and 
entering into the Restitution Settlement Agreement, selling the 
Painting based upon a representation that it had secured a 
Restitution Settlement Agreement with the heirs of Margaret and 
Ludwig Kainer, and profiting therefrom. 

Defondants planned and perpetrated. these acts in concert and 
with reckless disregard of Plaintiffs' rights" The Foundation 
Defendants knew that the UBS Foundation was not the legitimate 
ht~ir or the representative of the legitimate heirs, Upon information 
and belief, Christie's knew or should have known that the 
Foundation Defendants did not have the rights to the Painting 
andfor consciously avoided making any reasonable efforts to 
determine that they did, particularly given its claimed expertise 
with respect to spoliation and restitution issues." 

(SAC,~~ 179-180, 182.) 
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ln seeking jurisdictional discovery, plaintiffs claim that the above transactions were all 

"effectuated through acts that took place in New York, including the negotiation and facilitation 

of the Restitution Settlement Agreement by Christie's on behalf of the . , . Foundation, and then 

the brokering of two sales" --- i.e. the private sale and the subsequent auction. (Pls.' Memo. In 

Opp. at 13.) The Foundation defendants deny that they engaged in any acts in New York to 

effectuate the sale of the Painting. (UBS Memo. In Supp. at 15, 21; Kircher Aff. In Supp,, 4i 36.) 

:Nk Kircher states that in May 2009, Christie's contacted DL Von Trott, the Foundation's 

attorney in Berlin, on behalf of a client in Japan, seeking to conclude an agreement with the 

Foundation regarding a sale of the Painting. (Kircher Aff. In Supp.,~ 34.) He claims that 

"[f]rorn the Foundation's side, all of those discussions took place via phone, email and/or mail in 

Europe (i.e., S\vitzerland where the Foundation was located and Germany where the 

Foundation's counsel was located, and in London where the Art Lmv [sic] Register is located and 

Japan, where the Painting and its Japanese owner were." (Id., if 36.) Mr. Kircher acknowledges 

that the Fmmdation agreed to renounce any clairn of ownership to the Painting, and received 

approximately $1 .8 million of the net proceeds of the private sale. (ld., ~ 35,) He denies that he 

or '"the Foundation knevv of the auction until after it had taken place," and states that neither he 

nor the Foundation \Vas "involved in or benefited by the auction sale of the Painting," (Id., 4[ 38.) 

He also acknowledges that, while in New York for personal reasons, he visited Christie's ont: 

week after the auction "to find out what had happened." (Kircher Aff. In Reply,,~] 2-3.) 

Plaintiffs argue that the timing and circumstances of the public auction in relation to the first 

sale, and Kircher's visit to New York, are "extremely suspicious," and raise a question as to 

whether the Foundation was in fact benefited by the auction. (Pk' Memo. In Opp. at 14.) 

15 
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For purposes of this motion, the court assumes that plaintiffa have made a ''sufficient 

467 fl974],) The court finds, however, that jurisdictional discovery would be unduly 

burdensome. 

Plaintiffs seek extensive document discovery that 'vvould overlap to a significant extent 

with discovery on the merits of plaintiffs' claims that defundants and Christie's wrongfully 

interfered with plaintiffs' rights as heirs to the Painting. At oral argoo1ent, plaintiffs' counsel 

gave, as examples of documents they would seek, "Christie's file on the painti11g," including the 

Restitution Settlement Agreement and any drafts of the Agreement, as well as "any 

communications that [Christie's] had with, , , the Foundation relating to this painting or, .. 

whatever other dealings they may have had in Nev,; York." (Oral Argument Transcript at 45-46 

[NYSCEF No. 197 [OA TrJ) In addition, plaintiffs requested documents that reveal "the 

identity of who the painting was sold to, who the consignors were, [and] who the dealer that's 

mentioned in the [November 24, 2009] Jetter are,"9 as well as where the painting is cun-ently 

located. (ld. at 46.) Plaintiffs also sought to reserve the right to take the deposition of Christie's 

in connection \Vith the jurisdictional discovery. (lg,) 

As review of the complaint and these requests shows, the jurisdictional discovery would 

seek all communications bel\veen the Foundation and Christie's regarding the Restitution 

Settlement Agreement and the sale of the Painting. These communications would include 

communications regarding the Foundation's status and rights as heir, which are at the core of the 

parties' dispute in this action< Given the compelling case, discussed below, that is _presented for 

dismissal of this action against the Foundation defendants on the forum non conveniens ground, 

9 This was a letter written to Mr. Kircher by Christie's, after his November 2009 meeting with Christie's, regarding 
the sale of the Painting at auction shortly after lhe private sale. (See Kircher Reply Aff., Ex. A; OA Tr. at 44.) 
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this court declines to order this extensive discovery, and will presume personal jurisdiction over 

these defendants. (See .S.in9ch('.fil, 549 US at 429.) 

It is well settled that '"ft]he doctrine of forum non conveniens permits a comt to dismiss 

an action when, although it may have jurisdiction over a claim, the court determines that 'in the 

interest of substantial justice the action should he heard in another forum' (CPLR 327)." 

[1988], ~-~rt 4!:'.nied 489 US 1067 [1989]; accord EJm;;iJjg~JtY.B.~nk;-.g[(;.hi.na.JJg,_, 110 AD3d 192, 

208 [1st Dept 2013].) The party seeking dismissal bears the "heavy burden of establishing that 

New York is an inconvenient forum and that a substantial nexus benveen New York and the 

action is lacking." a~t [internal quotation marks and citations omitted],) 

It is further settled that in applying the forum non conveniens doctrine, the court, "after 

considering and balancing the various competing factors," 

"must determine in the exercise of its sound discretion whether to 
retain jurisdiction or not Among the factors to be considered are 
the burden on the New York courts, the potential hardship to the 
defendant, and the unavailability of an alternative forum in which 
plaintiff ma3i bring suit The court may also consider that both 
parties to the action are nonresidents and that the transaction out of 
which the cause of action arose occurred primarily in a foreign 
jurisdiction." 

O.~L<JXD~(; __ R~p, __ Q_Unm .. ~: .. P!1VJ<JY.1. 62 NY2d 474, 479 [1984], ~eJi denied 469 US 1108 [1985] 

[internal citations omitted].) "No one factor is controlling." G4J 

A New York resident plaintiffs choice of forum "'is presumptively favored," although 

131 AD3d 431, 432 [ l st Dept 2015) [noting that the residence of the plaintiff in New York "has 

17 
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been held to generally be th(~ most significant factor" militating against a fon.m1 non conveniens 

dismissal].) Here, however, none of the plaintiffs is a New York resident Although the 

complaint does not set forth the residences of plaintiffs, review of the French certificate of 

inheritance (Palmer Ex, L), under which plaintiffs claim rights as heirs, shows that with one 

exception, plaintiffs reside outside the United States---in Australia, Great Britain, and Chile. The 

sole U.S. resident plaintiff resides in Connecticut 

Significantly, the central issue in this action is whether, or to what extent, plaintiffs and 

the Fmmdation have rights as heirs to property in Kainer's estate and, in particular, to the 

Painting, Plaintiffa do not dispute that foreign law governs the parties' rights as heirs, Nor do 

plaintiffs dispute that they have brought proceedings in S\\-1.tzerland against the Foundation and 

Swiss localities, both of which claim rights as heirs of the Kainer estate under c.ertificates of 

inheritance issued long before plaintiffs obtained their certificate of inheritance recognizing them 

as heirs. 

In the pending Swiss proceedings, plaintiffs seek determination of claims regarding their 

status and rights as heirs, -;,vhich overlap \Vith the claims that must be determined in this action, 

As discussed above, plaintiffs' S\viss counsel, Philippe Dal Col, explains that in the Swiss 

Certificate of Inheritance proceeding, the plaintiffs, who are all of the plaintiffs here, seek a 

determination that the certificate of inheritance issued to the Swiss localities is invalid. In the 

Swiss Inheritance Claim proceeding, these same plaintiffs seek to recover property belonging to 

the Kainer estate that is held by the Swiss localities, as well as a detem1ination that Kainer's 

father's will was ineffective to create a "reversionary heirship" in the Foundation defendant. 

(Dal Col A.ff, quoted supra at 6.) The Application for Conciliation filed in these proceedings by 

plaintiffs' Swiss counsel seeks, among other things, a detem1ination that plaintiffs are the "sole 
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heirs" of lVlargaret Kainer, a (.k~termination that the remainder contained in the testamentary 

disposition of Norbert Levy is null and void, and an order that the S\viss localities and the 

Foundation immediately return to plaintiffs "'all of the property and/or assets originating from the 

estate of the deceased Margaret Kainer." (Application for Conciliation, Prayer for Relief at 4-5 

[Ex. 1 to Kircher AfI In Supp.].) 

In contending that it is not necessary for this court to determine the parties' rights as 

heirs, plaintiff-; characterize the "focus" of the action as the conspiracy among the defendants 

with respect to the 2009 Restitution Settlement Agreement and sales of the Painting. (Pls.' 

Memo. In Opp. at 20.) Plaintiffa assert that they "are not asking the Court here to determine any 

of the controversies that may exist between the parties or for any relief with respect to the events 

that predated 2009 and are the subject of the Swiss and German proceedings. The only purpose 

the allegations regarding events prior to 2009 in the SAC serve is to set forth what was kno1,vn by 

the UBS Foundation Defendants and readily discoverable by Christie's as of2009 \:vhen tbe 

Restitution Settlement Agreement was finalized and thereafter indicating that the daims and 

representations made \Nith respect to the painting \Vere false, or at a minimum, subject to serious 

question." (JgJ 

Plaintiffs' contention ignores that in order to determine whether the Foundation 

defendants and/or Christie's committed any v,,rongful acts in connection with the May 2009 

Restitution Settlement Agreement and the sales of the Painting, and whether plaintiffs were 

injured, the com1 would first have to determine the parties' status and rights as heirs. Put another 

way, plaintiff5' claims require an initial determination that plaintiffs are Kainer's la\:vful heirs 

with rights to the Painting, and that the Foundation was not also a legitimate heir or, if it \Vas, 

that it did not have the authority to enter into the Restitution Settlement Agreement 
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Determination ofthis issue, in tum, would potentially require application of the laws of France, 

Switzerland, and Germany, 

It is well settled that '"rtJhe applicability of foreign lmv is an important consideration in 

determining a forum non corrveniens motion and weighs in favor of dismissal."' (fi'Aill~ .. ~:A~, 

I 07 AD3d at 438 [quoting Shlrt:.~!~nJ~hi;;1rLhQ.,,J.:itQ.,, 9 AD3d at 178].) The pendency of a 

foreign proceeding involving the same or similar issues is also properly considered in 

determining whether a fomm non conveniens dismissal is warranted. (See Pr!m~ .. .PIQQ!;l_,JJ_s_b, 

29Jl:cJ:iLJ:., 145 AD3d at 526,) Although the applicability of foreign law is not dispositive (see 

:W:it~~m . .Y.P?-Thr~i?., 128 AD3d 176, 187 fl st Dept 2015], afld 29 NY3d 1051 [2017]), here, the 

need to apply the laws of three foreign jurisdictions, together with the pendency of foreign 

proceedings involving plaintiff.<;' and the Foundation's status and rights as heirs, \Veigh hi.~avily in 

favor of a forum non conveniens dism.issaL 

The parties' discussion of the laws applicable in the S\viss proceedings points up the 

extremely difficult task this court would face in ascertaining and applying foreign law. 

Plaintiffs' Swiss counsel appears to opine that, in the Swiss Inheritance Claim proceeding, the 

Swiss court would apply the Swiss Private International law in initially determining the 

substantive !aw applicable to the parties' claims. (Id.,~ 17,) In that proceeding, "[t]he Swiss 

plaintiff<; are arguing that (i) French inheritance law applies to the estate of l\.tfargaret Kainer on 

the grounds that the last domicile of Margaret Kainer was in Paris, and that (ii) Gennan 

inheritance law applies to the Reversionary Claim." (Id,, 'f 11.) Plaintiffs' Swiss counsel further 

appears to state that in the proceeding to invalidate the certificate of inheritance issued to the 

Swiss localities, the Swiss court would apply Swiss law, but only if the deceased 1-vas domiciled 

in Switzerland at the time of death or if there was "immovable property" located in Sw-itzerland, 
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(Id,, 1[ 14.) In a statement submitted on behalf of the Foundation, Christian Girod, its counsel in 

the Swiss proceedings, represented that the Foundation intended to challenge the application of 

French law to the Kainer estate and to argue in favor of the application of Swiss law" (Girod 

The parties not only dispute the appLicable foreign las,v, but discuss the substance of the 

law they claim is applicable in a mmmer that is, at best, opaque. The opinions of the experts in 

fixeign law that the parties offer on this motion thus further illustrate the difficult challenges this 

court would. face in applying foreign law. 10 

w i\n exan:.ple of p~aintiffs' expnsi~ion ,)f the g~),,.(~.n~~ing ht~~· ~s as fi)130\·vs: 
"~Jn rn.atters of in_ber-it_ttH>~~ th~:: S~viss judge app_Ues the ]a).': appH~~ab1e to tJ1e 

estat:::::- i.e- th~:) k~x succ(~ssionis ,.vht~~h is tfu~ sub~~fanthlt: to \vh]c.b the e~tati~ _is 
snt~ject to. ln intenuttionaI ~natters bke tht: ~)n{: at hand he \\:-UI apply the h~\:-,, .. 
co:a1tnanded by the s~v]S$ Pr~\/Hf{~ lnternationa] ]a~v off)e{;e~Y:.ber 18~ 19R7\ a.s 
affu~n.d(:d c.:PJL)\ ~). ()n aH substan.tjve questions hke \Vhat th~longs to the ~~state, 
V·/ho ~s (:fftiHed to ~vhat portion~ etc. tb{~ 5,\,..iBG judge \V]·.u appl:y the ]ex 
su.t:ce~mk.sn.is [~~itations~ including citation to P.U.~l\ on1ittedj. }-Jo;.~ .. t~ver, 
prote~~ti\..-e rneasure-s and the d.istributinn oft.he estat(: are sut~j(:ct to the ~B.~:-..: of the 
pbice of the authorities having jurisdiction. T'h.is inch::.dk5 the issuanc~~ ofB. 

0)aJ(~o3 l\ff~ ~! ]7.) 
LH· .. ~S~s ~xpert on Sv/iss la\,v, f}r. Felix .L~asser, offers sirnilar]y abstruse di~~clrn~~k~n of the appl~cahle ~-cH'e3gn 

htv\" .. For exa.rnpk:: in exp1ainfr1g: th.at ttu~ .L.ugano (~z~nvenJion exc1ude.s any dis_puJ(:S ndaL~ng to dghts in pro_p{~tty 
ar]sing out of 1.vLUs and succ{:s~;~on~ he states: 

'<'Ih:rs carve,{H.~t provision crrvers succ(:~~~~kB1 clafrns of a purported. h(~~r to~~ 
dece(k:nfs estate~ but does not ~:ov(:r ch~frns agafrrnt a th~rd part.Y v .. ·tdch a~n~ady 
belonged to tlu~ d~~cedent atH:i: thu~s, fonn part of th~ d{~G~~denr5 estate. In this 
~~econd casi;::) on1),.. the pu.tported heir~$: right to sue ~~g(~ir.~st th~~ third pa.ti:}'. debtor 
~s b:~sed on inhcr3tanct~ hr~~ .. ; ;and ~his ~s;~;u(: of .b(~l'{:dit;:tt)' lav/ addresses, thus.; only 
a precondition oftbc ~1ai.tn! a ~;o.,caHed pre.Urninar.Y quest.ion .. rcitat.inns 
ornift{:d.J:~ 

(1)a~;ser i\ff) ~f~! 27 ,2g,) 
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support of this contention, plaintiffs' Swiss counsel states that the French certificate of 

inheritance is not at issue in the Swiss proceedings, and that a Swiss judge "is not authorized to 

cancel, modify or declare null and void a foreign certificate of inheritance." (Dal CoL AfI, if 

17.) Swiss counsel concludes: "Thus, even lmder the worst-case result in the Swiss Proceedings 

for Plaintiffs, Plaintiffs would stiH have valid French Certificates of Inheritance." (Id., 118.) 

Plaintiffs' assertion that the .French certificate of inheritance is not at issue, and could not 

be challenged, in the Swiss proceedings, does not appear to be disputed. Plaintiffs' reliance on 

the French certificate, however, ignores that the heirs assert competing claims to an ownership 

interest in the Painting, and that these claims must be determined, under the applicable foreign 

laws, in order to detem1ine whether the Foundation 1-vrongfully entered into the Restitution 

Settlement Agreeml.'.~nt and \;;,,rongfully received the proceeds from the sale of the Painting. At 

most, the French certificate of inheritance may establish plaintiffs' standing for pleading 

purposes on this motion to dismiss. It does not eliminate the need to determine the parties' 

competing claims as heirs with rights to the Painting. 11 

Although jt appears from the foreign law experts' statements submitted on these motions 

that European certificates of inheritance may constitute prima facie evidence of a party's status 

as an heir, it also appears to be undisputed that these certificates are not conclusive evidence of 

11 ln claiming that plaintiffs' possession of the French ceitificate of inheritance permits them to proceed in this 
action, plaintiffs rely on Si:tw~J'!LY.,-'.\,ni;!rn'.'1'.JJg_y~.W?.l?.h!"r..br.LFQ@fMi9-n (66 AD3d 13 7, 141-144 [1st Dept 
2009]). In that case, the Court held that an asseried heir of a decedent who v;as forced to sell a painting under duress 
from the Nazis lacked standing to sue the current owner of the painting. The heir had not been appointed a personal 
representative of the decedent's estate and otherwise lacked any documentation of his status as heir, as required by 
Nevv York Estates, Powers and Trusts Law§ 13-J.5 (a) O:L Jn dictum, the Court considered whether an heir ofa 
decedent from a foreign jurisdiction, ill which an heir's ownership interest vests upon the decedent's death, could 
establish standing withollt obtaining an appointment as the decedent's representative. In particular, the Court 
considered whether standing could be established based on an acte de notoriete (or other similar document) and 
supporting proof by an expert in the hnv of the foreign jurisdiction concerning the means of establishing inheri(ance 
rights. Although receptive to such proof, the Court did not finally decide the issue, 

More in1portani, )~)1Qg:Q_:i did not involve the situation, presented here, which requires determination of the 
competing claims of heirs under the laws of several fureign jurisdictions. 
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such status, and may be invalidated in the jurisdictions that issued them, Thus, the Swiss 

certificates of inheritance issued to the Swiss localities are being challenged in the Swiss 

proceedings, and the German certificate of partial inheritance 'vvas challenged in the German 

proceeding. As plaintiffs' O'WTI counsel in the Gem1an proceeding represented to this court; 

'"The Gem1an right of succession is characterized by universal 
succession. The heir becomes the legal successor, without having 
to frmnally accept and without any other recognizable external 
sign. The certificate of inheritance is proof ofthe line of 
succession that makes it possible for an heir to legitimate 
himself/herself against third parties and authorities. In Germany, 
one does not become an heir only because one is in possession of a 
certificate of inheritance. According to § 2361 BGB, the certificate 
of inheritance can be recalk~d at any time, even after decades and 
also has to be recalled officially [it] it is subsequently discovered 
that the preconditions for the issuance did not exist The fU1~21im1 
of which of two people has indeeg t2~£QX!t~ lw.ir J}g~ t~2 b.~ g~g!.t 2~m.1 
in HtLfdQ.lJ.~ .P..IQ.~-~~.Qings and not in the ~-~r1W.9A1~ of i!lh~tiJmJ~~ 
proceeding." 

(DiH Aff., ~r 27 [emphasis supplied],)12 Plaintiffs have not claimed that the French certificate of 

inheritance is not similarly subject to challenge, under French law, in a formal litigation in 

France. On the contrary, Jerome Richardot, plaintiffs' counsel in the French proceeding to obtain 

the ce1iificate of inheritance, states that "faith must be given to such 'acte de notoriete' [i,e., 

certificate of inheritance] until contrary evidence which generally may only be recognized using 

12 Indeed, Dr. DiH candidly explained that "[t]he purpose of the proceedings" he initiated on behalfofthe plaintiffs 
in the German proceeding for a recall or cancellation of the 1972 certificate of inheritance issued to the Foundation 
was "to prevent the Norbeit Foundation to masquerade itself in the future as heir ofNorbeat Levy or Margaret 
Kain er to third pmties with reference to the certificate of inheritance .... " (Dill Aff., , 27.) 

As noted above (.:lJJ.Qrn at 6), in the German ceatificate of inheritance proceeding, the 1972 ceEtificate was initially 
upheld, then annulled by an appellate body. After plaintiffs' counsel informed this court of the annulment, by letter 
dated February l, 2017, the court authorized, but neverreceived, a supplemental submission setting forth the parHes' 
positions on the effect of the annulment Plaintiff has not asserted that the annulment negates the Foundation's 
rights as heirs. Nor, according to plaintiffs' counserin the German certificate of inheritance proceeding, would that 
be the case, as the Gemwn certificate cannot be challenged in !hat proceeding, but only by litigation ("litigious 
proceedings"). ln discussing the impact of the iniiial determination of !he court in the German certificate of 
inheritance proceeding upholding tbe German certificate, plaintiffs' counsel in the instant action consistently 
represented to this couit that the German proceeding is an investigative proceeding, not an adversary proceeding, 
and that the determination of Gerrrnm court in that proceeding "has absolutely no binding authority" and "is not on 
the merits." (OA Tr. at 27) 
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a complex procedure (equivalent to challenging a legal ruling)." (Richa.rdot Aff., iii! 4, 7.) 

Notably, also, not>..vithstanding their possession of the French certificate ofinheritance, 

plaintiffs themselves initiated the Swiss proceedings for a determination of their rights as heirs. 

Thus, in the Swiss Inheritance Claim proceeding, they contend that they have rights as heirs 

"\vhich entitle them to recover property held by both the Swiss localities and the Foundation. 

Plaintiffs have not shown, or claimed, that the determination of their rights as heirs in the Swiss 

proceeding will not include a detennination as to "\Vhether, and to \Vhat extent, they have an 

ownership interest in the Painting" Nor have they shoV¥n that there is not an available alternative 

forum for determination of these rights, in the event the pending Swiss proceedings prove 

inadequate for resolution of all ofthf.~se issues. (See Flame, 107 AD3d at 438 ['"[T]he burden of 

demonstrating that 110 alternative forum is available falls on plaintiff'' [intemal quotation marks, 

ellipsis, and brackets omitted], quoting Pahlavi, 62 NY2d at 481 o) 

"Although the existence of a suitable alternative forum is a most important fr1ctor to be 

considered in applying the forum non ~Q!J-Y.~ni~m doctrine, its alleged absence does not require 

the court to retain jurisdiction." (Pahlavi, 62 NY2d at 483.) Here, however, a strong showing is 

made that a suitable alternative forum exists. The Foundation, which was founded under Swiss 

law and is domiciled in Switzerland (Kircher Aff. In Supp., ~- 15), is already a party to the Swiss 

proceedings. Mr. Kircher is a Swiss resident, and it is not claimed that he is not amenable to 

jurisdiction in those proceedings" (kt,, 2.) UBS AG, a Swiss corporation, and its subsidiary 

UBS Global, are not currently parties to the Swiss proceedings but have consented to jurisdiction 

in Switzerland. (UBS Memo. In Supp, at 13 n 7.) It is not disputed that the courts of 

Switzerland wiH afford plaintiffs a fi·1ir fomm and '•adequate process," as will the courts of 

France and Germany, if additional resort to those courts proves necessary to resolve the parties' 
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claims to rights as heirs. (See ~Vyser::Pr!J11~ .. M.%.L.C.9.,, 23 AD3d at 270 [holding, in dismissing 

action on forum non conveniens ground that German courts "afford[] adequate process"].) 

A±ler consideration of the forum non conveniens factors, the court concludes that the 

competing claims between the asserted heirs of Kainer's estate as to mmership rights in the 

Painting and other assets of the estate, and as to the proper distribution of proceeds from the sale 

of the P<-1inting (or other damages as a result of its sale), should be determined in the foreign 

jurisdiction(s) vvhose laws \Vill apply to the determination, and in which proceedings initiated by 

plaintiffs themselves are pending. (See QitiKrnJJJlJlkiJ20LMkt.~~-<Jn~.~ . .Y..M~J.1JA~JigJ.gjngJ~g_ffL 45 

AD3d 361, 362 [1st Dept 2007] [upholding forum non conveniens dismissal, where the action 

involved disputed ownership by foreign corporations of assets, the court reasoning that the action 

"cannot be determined without reference to the underlying issue of mvnership······the very issue 

that is already being litigated abroad"],) 

The claims benveen the heirs as to their o'.vnership rights arise under European estate law 

and have a "substantial nexus" to Europe, but not to New York. Justice will best be served if the 

plaintiffs continue to litigate their status as heirs in the European courts to which they have 

already resorted, and which are fully conversant with the myriad of foreign lmvs that govern the 

plaintiffs' claims. Under these circumstances, the court exercises its discretion to dismiss the 

action as against the Foundation defendants on the foreign non conveniens ground. (S_~-~ 

g~-rr~X.@'.A!Y. Silver, 29 NY2d at 361; accord Pahlavi, 62 NY2d at 483.) 

f'.h~jm~ __ Arn:lin~.t .. ~~hii~H-~~~ 

Christie's joins in UBS's motion to dismiss the complaint on the forum non conveniens 

ground. (Christie's Memo. In Supp. Of Christie's Motion To Dismiss at 3 [Christie's Memo. 1n 

Supp.].) For the reasons set forth above, Christie's correctly argues that '"the dispute as to 
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Plaintiffs' alleged rights to the Painting must be conclusively determined in proceedings abroad 

before any alleged. liability on Christie's part in connection with the Painting can be litigated." 

(Christie's Reply Memo. at 15.) 

Christie's has 11ot, however, consented to submit to jurisdiction in the Eumpean courts 

and there is, in any event, a dispute as to 1-vhether the courts \Vould accept jurisdiction over 

Christie's. (See Dal Col AfI, ~rir 19-33.) The European proceedings also do not involve claims 

regarding Christie's acts. ln contrast, the complaint alleges acts specific to Christie's that 

establish a sufficient nexus to New York As pleaded in the complaint, Christie's ho!ds itself out 

as an expeii in restitution issues, with a "responsibility to ensure that [it] do[ es] not knowingly 

sell spoliated but unrestituted art \Vorks." (SAC, 1:'~ 95 [quoting Christie's website], 125.) 

Christie's solicitation of the Restitution Settlement Agreement and sale of the Painting are 

alleged to have been \:YTongful because Christie's "knew, should have knovvn, or consciously 

avoided knm1>.ring that the UBS Foundation was not the legitimate heir to l'vfargaret Kaim.:r," (kt, 

~ ~~· 171, 101, 139.) Christie's sale of restituted ai1 in New York furnishes the nexus with New 

York that militates against a forum non conveniens dismissal of the claims against it 

Plaintiffa' daims against Christie's in this action may thus proceed if plaintiffs obtain a 

favorable final determination in the European court(s) that they have rights as heirs to ai1 

O\Vnership interest in the Painting. Christie's motion to dismiss on forum non conveniens 

grounds \Vill accordingly be granted only to the extent of staying the action until plaintiffs 

receive such a determination. (See CPLR 327 [aJ f authorizing the court, on a forum non 

conveniens motion, to "stay or dismiss the action in whole or in part on any conditions that may 

be just"].) 

In holding that the action as against Christie's should be stayed, the court, on this motion, 
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rejects Christie's alternative contention that the complaint does not plead any viable cause of 

action against it. The court accordingly turns to the branch of Christie's motion seeking 

dismissal of the complaint pursuant to CPLR 3211. 

Christie's argues that the sixth cause of action against it for unjust enrichment, and the 

seventh cause of action against it and the Foundation defendants for "conspiracy to obtain unjust 

enridunent," must be dis.m.issed for failure to state a cause of action, (Christie's Memo, In Supp, 

at 8-10,) ''The theory of unjust enrichment lies as a quasi-contract claim and contemplates an 

obligation imposed hy equity to prevent injustice, in the absence of an actual agreement between 

the parties." (Oe.Qrnl9:.M~J9n~ .. ~ .. (;Q:.: .. hw, .. Y..Rt~4~r, 19 NY3d 511, 516 [2012] [internal 

quotation marks, citations, and brackets omitted].) The complaint pleads that Christie's knew~ 

should have lmov,;n, or consciously avoided knowing that the Foundation was not the legitimate 

heir, not that Christie's kne\v of or had any relationship with plaintiff-;. Plaintiff'..:;;' unjust 

enrichment cause of action must be dismissed, as it does not allege any "facts shO\ving that 

plaintiffs had any relationship or connection to [defendant], let alone the 'sufficiently close 

Dept 2015] [quoting Q~9.rgi@ .. M§lg11~, 19 NY3d at 516].) 

For the reasons discussed above, the conspiracy claim, to the extent based on alleged 

unjust enrichment, must be dismissed for failure to state a cause of action. Although the 

conspiracy claim is denominated one to "to obtain unjust enrichment," it is also based on the 

wrongdoing pleaded in the conversion cause of action, which alleges in terms that Christie's 

engaged in a "'conspiracy" to misappropriate or convert the Painting by soliciting and facilitating 

the Restitution Settlement Agreement and by selling the Painting in violation of plaintiff,<;' rights 

as heirs. (See SAC, i1i1155~156 [quoted .fil!Qra at 13].) Affording tpe complaint the benefit of 
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"every possible favorable inference," as the court must do on a motion to dismiss, the court holds 

that the ·seventh cause of action pleads a claim to the extent premised on aileged conversion. 

L:?.UJ:Y, .. 2.)_~_ng _ _Qyv_g~_r~ __ ('gJn,_yJ~!¥tifurJ~~-~lry.~g_,, 98 NY2d 144, 152 [2002] [internal citations 

omitted].) The timeliness of this claim is addressed below. 

Christie's argues that the fourth cause of action for conversion is time barred, as is the 

second cause of action for aiding and abetting breach of fiduciary duty. (Christie's Memo. ln 

Supp. at 5-8.) The court holds that these cl~ims and the conspiracy daim, to the extent based on 

conversion, are time barred under the New York statute of limitations. The conversion claim is 

su~ject to CPLR 214 (3 ), which requires the action to be commenced within three years of the 

date of accmaL (~?lv.a.,irr._yJ~rQ_Wn, 135 AD3d 629, 631 [1st Dept 2016].) \Vhere, as here, the 

action is brought against an alleged "bad faith possessor," the statute "begins to run immediately 

from the time of,vrongful possession, and does not require a demand and refusaL" GJ,L_, citing 

St<1J~_gJJj_~}~'._York_vJ~!~Y~ntbJ~_~gim~nLEµgg, 98 NY2d 249 [2002].) The fiduciary duty claim 

seeks monetary damages, and is therefore subject to the three-year statute of limitations imposed 

by CPLR 214 (4), WJT.~9JfaJ'.:JYiQrW1D: .. SJ~nl~y_.D~<JrJ,_:wi.n~I-~--~Q,, 12 NY3d 132, 139-140 

[2009], tl;'.fJffi denied 12 NY3d 889; K_~gfu:uw _ _y_J;0lwn., 307 AD2d 113, 118 [1st Dept 2003].) 

As this action was brought in 2013, more than three years after the alleged wrongful acts, 

the aiding and abetting cause of action, and the causes of action based on conversion, are time 

ban·ed under New York law« Since this action was commenced, Congress has enacted the 

Holocaust Expropriated Art Recovery Act of2016 (Pub L fI4~308, 130 US Stat 1524, mnendim~ 

22 USC§ 1621, .~J §~[HEAR Act]). The enactment was based on a Congressional finding that 

victims of Nazi persecution and their heirs have raced significant procedural obstacles, due in 

part to State statutes oflirnitation, to lm:vsuits brought in the United States to recover 
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misappropriated artworks and other property, and that relief is necessary due to the unique and 

horrific circumstances of the Holocaust and the difficulty of documenting claims. (Lg_,, § 2 [6]; 

certain restrictions) accordingly extends state lmv statutes oflimitations in civil actions "'to 

recover any artwork . , . that was lost during the covered period because of Nazi persecution" for 

six years from "the actual discovery by the claimant" ofthe "identity and location of the 

artwork" and of"a possessory interest of the claimant in the artwork." (HEAR Act,§ 5 [a].) 

In supplemental briefing requested by the court after the submission of the motions, the 

pa.dies dispute whether the Act is applicable and, in particular, whether a claim for damages 

against parties not in possession of the artwork is an action to "recover" artwork within the 

meaning of the Act On the record as briefed, the court cannot find that the HEAR Act may not 

revive plaintiffs' causes of action against Christie's for aiding and abetting breach of fiduciary 

duty and conversion. 13 Final resolution of this important issue as to the scope of the Act would, 

however, be premature at this juncture. As held above, the causes of action against Christie's 

cannot proceed unless and until plaintiffs prevail in the Emopean proceedings and obtain a final 

determination that plaintiffs are Kainer's lawful heirs \Vith rights to the Painting, and that the 

D In concluding that these causes of action may be viable, the comt recognizes that Christie's alleged acts in 
facilitating the Restitution Settlement Agreement and selling the Painting occurred in 2009, and that plaintiffs did 
not obtain the French ce1tificate of inheritance until 2012. 111e court cannot find as a matter of law on this record 
that these facts preclude any claim against Christie's for wrongdoing. The record on Christie's motion (and also on 
UBS's a:nd the Foundation defendants' motions) contains no discussion ofwhm legal obligations Christie's may 
have had in facilitating a Restitution Settiemen! Agreement, including what obligmions it may have had to 
investigate the legitimacy of a party claiming to be an heir under a European eertifica!e of inheritance, or to search 
for other heirs. 

On a relmed point, it is noted that the complaint suggests that the 2005 settlement agreement between the Swiss 
localities and the foundation (discussed supra at 5) \vas available on the internet and would have put Chrislie's on 
notice that Margaret Kainer's domicile on the day of her death \.Vas France and that French law could apply. (SAC, 
~ 10 l.) The prniion of the settlement agreement that plaintiffs cite (ii;l, '1T 79) requires fmther explanation. Even 
accepting plaintiffa' contention that the settlement agreement could have pllt Christie's on notice not only that 
French law would apply and that the Swiss localities therefore might not have any rights as heirs, but also that there 
were possible French heirs, the significance of that fact cannol be de!em1ined without briefing, in the event this 
action proceeds, on Christie's investigative obligations in 20090 
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Foundation was not also a legitimate heir or, if it was, that it did not have the authority to enter 

into the Restitution Settlement Agreement In the event this action proceeds against Christie's, 

the court will undertake the interpretation of the Act on a more comprehensively briefed record 

than provided on the instant motions, 

rlii!ntHf~.~,,Mg.tAqn . .t.0 .. :S.l:l.ct1t:.m~n!.!h~ . .R~~Rr4 

Plaintiffs purport to move, pursuant to CPLR 2214 ( c ), to supplement the record to 

demonstrate that a factual statement made by counsel fur the Foundation at oral argument as to 

Kainer's domicile was "incorrect," and that her domicile at the time of her death was France, not 

Switzerland. In deciding these motions to dismiss, which were based on the fornm non 

conveniens doctrine or, alternatively, tbe statute oflimitations or the facial insufficiency of the 

complaint, it was not necessary for the court to make any factual finding as to Kainer's domicile. 

Nor did the court do so. This motion will therefore be denied. 

Order 

I. It is accordingly hereby ORDERED that the motion of defendants TJBS AG and UBS 

Global Asset Management (Americas), Inc, (motion sequence no, 004) for an order dismissing 

the complaint is hereby granted to the extent of dismissing the complaint as against the said 

defendants, pursuant to CPLR 327, on the ground of forum non conveniens; and it is further 

IL ORDERED that the motion of defendants Norbert Stiftung f/k/a Norbert Levy 

Stiftung (the Foundation) and Edgar Kircher (motion sequence no. 005) for an order dismissing 

the complaint is hereby granted to the extent of dismissing the complaint as against the said 

defendants, pursuant to CPLR 327, on tbe ground of forum non conveniens; and it is further 
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III. (a) ORDERED that the branch of the motion of defendant Christie's Inc. (motion 

sequence no. 006) for an order dismissing the complaint, pursuant to CPLR 327 on the ground of 

forum non conveniens, is granted to the extent of staying this action as against Christie's Inc. 

with leave to restore the action to the calendar in the event plaintiffs obtain a final determination 

in the European court(s) that plaintiffs are Kainer's lawful heirs with rights to the Painting, and 

that the Foundation was not also a legitimate heir or, if it was, that it did not have the authority to 

enter into the Restitution Settlement Agreement; and it is further 

(b) ORDERED that the branch of the motion of defendant Christie's Inc. for an order 

dismissing the sixth cause of action against it for unjust enrichment and the seventh cause of 

action against it for conspiracy to obtain unjust enrichment, pursuant to CPLR 3211 for failure to 

state a cause of action, is granted to the following extent: The sixth cause of action is dismissed; 

and the seventh cause of action is dismissed to the extent premised on unjust emiclunent; and it 

is further 

(c) ORDERED that the branch of the motion of defendant Christie's Inc. for an order 

dismissing the second cause of action against it for aiding and abetting breach of fiduciary duty 

and the fburth cause of action against it for conversion, pursuant to CPLR 3 211 based on the 

statute of limitations, is denied, Provided that: 1n the event this action is restored to the calendar 

pursuant to paragraph III (a) above, defendant Clu-istie's Inc. may move, based on the statute of 

limitations, to dismiss these causes of action and the 'seventh cause of action for conspiracy to the 

extent premised on conversion. If such a motion is brought, it shall be supported by 

comprehensive briefing supporting defendant's claim that these causes of action are not timely 

under the HEAR Act; and it is further 
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IV. ORDERED that the motion of plaintiff to supplement the record (motion sequence 

no, 007) is denied. 

This constitutes the decision and order of the court. 

Dated: Ne-..v York, New York 
October 30, 20 l 7 
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